No. 015/Misc/018 (Pt 2)-Lecture Series

CIRCULAR

Dated: 20.03.2018

Subject:- Lecture by Dr. Ajay Bhushan Pandey, CEO, UIDAI on 26th March, 2018.

The 29th lecture in the “Lecture Series” organized by the Commission will be delivered by Dr. Ajay Bhushan Pandey, CEO, UIDAI on 26th March, 2018 at 04.30 p.m in the Multipurpose Hall, 5th floor Satarkta Bhawan.

The Lectures being organised by the Commission constitutes an important element of the Commission’s Knowledge Management efforts to disseminate awareness by inviting eminent speakers who share their experiences through these interactive lectures. The Commission invests considerable time and efforts in this direction for the benefit of CVOs and other officers.

Lately, it has been noted by the Commission that despite the Commission’s advisory to the CVOs and other senior vigilance officers to attend these lectures, a very small number of CVOs based in Delhi/NCR are attending the lectures. This has been viewed adversely by the Commission as the efforts to improve the knowledge are being wasted. It is therefore once again advised that all the CVOs based in Delhi/NCR may attend the lectures being organised under the “Lecture Series” invariably and without fail. In addition, they may encourage their senior vigilance officers also to attend.
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